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A big scene board book about wild animals with search and find activities for toddlersExplore the detailed scenes of animals in the wild and
spot what all the characters are doing in this wonderfully quirky big board, beautifully illustrated by Neiko Ng.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts your child's fine-ground perception. Fine-ground perception is the skill that would allow
children to see in-between the negative spaces. This makes it possible to locate hidden objects, which is an important element to learning
math and reading. Don't forget to checkout with a copy of this activity book today!
This holiday, e-artnow presents to you this unique collection of the greatest Christmas classics and the most beloved animal tales to warm up
your heart and rekindle your holiday sparkle: The Tailor of Gloucester (Beatrix Potter) The Tale of Peter Rabbit (Beatrix Potter) Black Beauty
(Anna Sewell) The Wind in the Willows (Kenneth Grahame) The Wonderful Wizard of OZ (L. Frank Baum) The Adventures of Reddy Fox
(Thornton Burgess) The Adventures of Johnny Chuck (Thornton Burgess) The Adventures of Peter Cottontail (Thornton Burgess) The Old
Mother West Wind (Thornton Burgess) The Story of Doctor Dolittle (Hugh Lofting) The Voyages of Doctor Dolittle (Hugh Lofting) The Story of
a Nodding Donkey (Laura Lee Hope) Little Bun Rabbit (L. Frank Baum) The Velveteen Rabbit (Margery Williams) The Nutcracker and the
Mouse King (E. T. A. Hoffmann) The Story of a Stuffed Elephant (Laura Lee Hope) Peace on Earth, Good-Will to Dogs (Eleanor Hallowell
Abbott) Kittyboy's Christmas (Amy Ella Blanchard) The Naughty Reindeer (Amelia C. Houghton) Miss Muffet's Christmas Party (Samuel
McChord Crothers) The Animals' Christmas Tree (John Punnett Peters) The Mouse and the Moonbeam (Eugene Field) The Cricket on the
Hearth (Charles Dickens) The Christmas Cuckoo (Frances Browne) The Silver Hen (Mary E. Wilkins Freeman) The Sparrow and the Fairy
(Georgianna M. Bishop) The Wonderful Bird (Georgianna M. Bishop) The Little Mud-Sparrows (Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward) The Little Gray
Lamb (Archibald Beresford Sullivan) How Freckle Frog Made Herself Pretty (Charlotte B. Herr) Cat and Dog Stories (Walter Crane)
From giant octopuses to spindly stick insects, there are around 100 things to spot on every double page of this book. Each beautifully
illustrated puzzle shows a different part of the world, crammed with all types of creatures. A tropical rainforest, a dusty desert, a peaceful
pond, and a shady woodland glade are all included, plus lots more. As well as providing countless hours of puzzle solving fun, The Great
Wildlife Search is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of amazing wildlife presented in short, easy-to-read captions.
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to encourage object constancy skills, which fules the ability to determine pictures based
on their features. This means that regardless of how an artist interprets an apple, your child will also recognize it as an apple. So what are
you waiting for? Play hidden pictures today!
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other research aids,
pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-The Animals Know It is a book designed to remind children of their empowered state of being. Complete with wisdom from the animals--and
bright, colourful images and colouring sheets to trigger the imagination--this book will entertain and delight. "Focus on your heart, listen to
your body and act with love. The animals remember this, it is why they are almost always kind and patient. Animals enjoy everything they do,
they remind you to be in the mystery of the moment. The animals know it is wise and right to follow your dreams and fly." The Animals Know
It also includes the very special 'I AM A Butterfly' workshop plan for families to enjoy together and I AM NOT a Caterpillar' bonus sections to
bring an unforgettable message of personal intuition, awareness of spirit and connection to the world around them. Praise for The Animals
Know It "I love this book because it males me feel SUPER. I also really, really really love yellow dogs, polar bears and unicorns!" -Amora, age
7 "I liked the pictures, especially the baby seal. I also liked the peacock, the baby birds and the butterfly. It was a very good book!" -Helani,
age 10 "A very motivational book with cool art." -Joey, age 13 "The Animals Know It is a wonderful and inspiring book. It is so cosy,
something I'd like to read under the blankets on a rainy day. The movement between the beautiful images and the words is warm and sweet,
I think this is a book for all ages." -Daisy, age 17

NEW EDITION!!Well... it seems that these animals don't want to take their medicine! But step by step, each one discovers that
taking medicine is very important for the animals, as well as for the children!A funny way to learn and a funny way to teach. As
everyone knows how difficult it can be to explain to young children how important it is to take medicine...---THE BOOK OF THE
ANIMALS:FUN LEARNING FOR CHILDREN AND PARENTSWhat are certainly the most occurring moments in a parent's life?
When their child doesn't want to wash, eat, sleep, go to school, share, take medicine, get vaccinated... And what can a parent
answer to these refusals?The successful "Book of The Animals" bilingual children's books series was created with the aim to help
both parents and children to discover the benefits of washing, eating, sleeping, going to school, sharing, taking medicine, getting
vaccinated... in a fun as well as educational manner. Since the books are also bilingual, parents will enjoy the teaching and the
interactivity they can gain from reading them with their children.THE AUDIENCEThe books are geared towards children aged 2-5,
before elementary/primary school.They will likely be bilingual children whose parents want to encourage the learning of their two
current languages.They will also be children whose parents want to teach a language at a young age.Some teachers have also
been using the books of the series as a way to teach a second language to children, with themes easy for them to both understand
and memorise.THE CURRENT BOOKSThere are currently seven books in the series.Each episode brings on new animals, new
words, new situations and new stories.- Ep.1. "These Animals... Don't Want to Wash!" (2008)- Ep.2. "These Animals... Don't Want
to Eat!" (2009)- Ep.3. "These Animals... Don't Want to Sleep!" (2010)- Ep.4. "These Animals... Don't Want to Go to School!"
(2011)- Ep.5. "These Animals... Don't Want to Share!" (2011)- Ep.6. "These Animals... Don't Want to Take their Medicine!" (2012)Ep.7. "These Animals... Don't Want to Get Vaccinated!" (2012)The books are all available in either bilingual or monolingual
versions:- Bilingual versions: English-French, English-Portuguese, English-Italian, English-Spanish, English-Swedish, EnglishCreole, English-Japanese...More versions still to come!Check out the official website:
www.TheBookOfTheAnimals.comREVIEW"The Book of the Animals is a planned series of illustrated books for young children. [...]
These delightful books tell the story of what happens when the animals in the stories, like many young children, don't want to eat
and don't want to wash...The books are very suitable both for reading to young children and for older children to use to learn to
read in both languages. They might even persuade them to wash and eat their dinner!The repetitive structure is supportive of
children learning new words and the illustrations work well alongside the text to help understanding of unfamiliar words.I can easily
imagine young children demanding repeat readings and enjoying learning the text by heart as many children do with favourite
stories. Children learning to make up and write their own stories might well want to write a personalised version, using the
structure as a prop.I think the stories would work well both in the home and in the classroom."(Review published in The Cass
School of Education, by Dr Raymonde Sneddon, Research Fellow for "The Cass School of Education" at the University of East
London, and Honorary Research Fellow of Birkbeck College, in the Department of Applied Linguistics)SUPPORT'The Book of The
Animals' series is supported & recommended by ABRIR UK, a Brazilian Association for Educational Projects in the United
Kingdom. www.Abrir.org.ukOfficial website: TheBookOfTheAnimals.com
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“Just astonishing . . . Our natural navigational capacities are no match for those of the supernavigators in this eye-opening
book.”—Frans de Waal, The New York Times Book Review Publisher's note: Supernavigators was published in the UK under the
title Incredible Journeys. Animals plainly know where they’re going, but how they know has remained a stubborn mystery—until
now. Supernavigators is a globe-trotting voyage of discovery alongside astounding animals of every stripe: dung beetles that steer
by the Milky Way, box jellyfish that can see above the water (with a few of their twenty-four eyes), sea turtles that sense Earth’s
magnetic field, and many more. David Barrie consults animal behaviorists and Nobel Prize–winning scientists to catch us up on the
cutting edge of animal intelligence—revealing these wonders in a whole new light.
It's right! Even babies can do an artwork with colors! Get this A Day at the Zoo with Animal Friends coloring book for your babies
and toddlers alike to know what I'm saying. Just make sure to supervise them with the coloring materials or but the baby safe kind.
Give them a ticket to the zoo with this activity book that you can purchase here.
Three titles from the Look, Puzzle, Learn se ries are packed into one volume, presenting fascinating fact s and brain-teasing
puzzles for children to solve. '
Find your favorite popular animals in this PICTURE word search book. Some letters such as V will have only one word to find,
while more popular letters can have more than ten words. No matter how many words you need to search for, the difficulty will
provide a decent challenge for your young ones. Great for both kids and seniors who want a fun way to keep their minds active
and fresh.
Walker the Goose is lonely. She is new to the farm and wants to find a family. During her search, she meets the cows, the sheep
and the pigs. Will Walker ever find her place on the farm?
Musician and naturalist Bernie Krause is one of the world's leading experts in natural sound, and he's spent his life discovering
and recording nature's rich chorus. Searching far beyond our modern world's honking horns and buzzing machinery, he has
sought out the truly wild places that remain, where natural soundscapes exist virtually unchanged from when the earliest humans
first inhabited the earth. Krause shares fascinating insight into how deeply animals rely on their aural habitat to survive and the
damaging effects of extraneous noise on the delicate balance between predator and prey. But natural soundscapes aren't vital
only to the animal kingdom; Krause explores how the myriad voices and rhythms of the natural world formed a basis from which
our own musical expression emerged. From snapping shrimp, popping viruses, and the songs of humpback whales-whose voices,
if unimpeded, could circle the earth in hours-to cracking glaciers, bubbling streams, and the roar of intense storms; from melodysinging birds to the organlike drone of wind blowing over reeds, the sounds Krause has experienced and describes are like no
others. And from recording jaguars at night in the Amazon rain forest to encountering mountain gorillas in Africa's Virunga
Mountains, Krause offers an intense and intensely personal narrative of the planet's deep and connected natural sounds and
rhythm. The Great Animal Orchestra is the story of one man's pursuit of natural music in its purest form, and an impassioned case
for the conservation of one of our most overlooked natural resources-the music of the wild.
Turn the pages from A to Z to discover this animal ABC! Turn the pages to discover the wonderful world of animals while learning
ABCs! In My First Animal ABC by award-winning illustrator Maurice Pledger, kids are introduced to animals from all over the world
with letters that start from A to Z. Fold-out pages are included on every page, allowing for even more exploration and discovery.
After reaching the letter Z, kids can pin up the included poster for even more animal ABC fun!
A strikingly original exploration of what it might mean to be authentically human in the age of artificial intelligence, from the author
of the critically-acclaimed Interior States. "Meghan O’Gieblyn is a brilliant and humble philosopher, and her book is an explosively
thought-provoking, candidly personal ride I wished never to end ... This book is such an original synthesis of ideas and
disclosures. It introduces what will soon be called the O’Gieblyn genre of essay writing.” —Heidi Julavits, author of The Folded
Clock For most of human history the world was a magical and enchanted place ruled by forces beyond our understanding. The
rise of science and Descartes's division of mind from world made materialism our ruling paradigm, in the process asking whether
our own consciousness—i.e., souls—might be illusions. Now the inexorable rise of technology, with artificial intelligences that
surpass our comprehension and control, and the spread of digital metaphors for self-understanding, the core questions of
existence—identity, knowledge, the very nature and purpose of life itself—urgently require rethinking. Meghan O'Gieblyn tackles this
challenge with philosophical rigor, intellectual reach, essayistic verve, refreshing originality, and an ironic sense of contradiction.
She draws deeply and sometimes humorously from her own personal experience as a formerly religious believer still haunted by
questions of faith, and she serves as the best possible guide to navigating the territory we are all entering.
Tells the story of a little girl looking for her lost pet hamster.
Now in a new format, and better value than ever before, these classic searches are sure to keep children entertained for hours on
end. Each beautifully illustrated double-page features a brain-teasing picture puzzle. As well as providing hours of puzzle-solving
fun, each book is packed with fascinating facts presented in short, easy-to-read captions.
When Animal returns to Harlem and learns of the attempt on his soul mate's life, he wages a personal war against those
responsible, only to discover the frightening truth in the process. Original. 50,000 first printing.
Let’s talk about the ozone layer. Let’s discuss how beneficial this shield is to human, animal and plant health. After which, let’s
move towards how it can be protected from future harm. After all, damage to the ozone layer will ultimately affect all life on Earth.
Knowledge is the first step to acting towards environmental care. Get this book today!
This big, beautiful book is bursting with over 2,818 creatures. From cute kittens to waddling penguins, the reader is challenged to
spot over 100 distinctive individuals within each crowded scene. The book features over 1,000 fascinating facts and stats about
the animals included, and readers are introduced to the idea of the amazing collective nouns that enrich our language.
Humorously written with a cute, quirky illustration style, this is the search book kids will want to read again and again.
From the host of the Travel Channel’s “The Wild Within.” A hunt for the American buffalo—an adventurous, fascinating examination of an
animal that has haunted the American imagination. In 2005, Steven Rinella won a lottery permit to hunt for a wild buffalo, or American bison,
in the Alaskan wilderness. Despite the odds—there’s only a 2 percent chance of drawing the permit, and fewer than 20 percent of those
hunters are successful—Rinella managed to kill a buffalo on a snow-covered mountainside and then raft the meat back to civilization while
being trailed by grizzly bears and suffering from hypothermia. Throughout these adventures, Rinella found himself contemplating his own
place among the 14,000 years’ worth of buffalo hunters in North America, as well as the buffalo’s place in the American experience. At the
time of the Revolutionary War, North America was home to approximately 40 million buffalo, the largest herd of big mammals on the planet,
but by the mid-1890s only a few hundred remained. Now that the buffalo is on the verge of a dramatic ecological recovery across the West,
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Americans are faced with the challenge of how, and if, we can dare to share our land with a beast that is the embodiment of the American
wilderness. American Buffalo is a narrative tale of Rinella’s hunt. But beyond that, it is the story of the many ways in which the buffalo has
shaped our national identity. Rinella takes us across the continent in search of the buffalo’s past, present, and future: to the Bering Land
Bridge, where scientists search for buffalo bones amid artifacts of the New World’s earliest human inhabitants; to buffalo jumps where Native
Americans once ran buffalo over cliffs by the thousands; to the Detroit Carbon works, a “bone charcoal” plant that made fortunes in the late
1800s by turning millions of tons of buffalo bones into bone meal, black dye, and fine china; and even to an abattoir turned fashion mecca in
Manhattan’s Meatpacking District, where a depressed buffalo named Black Diamond met his fate after serving as the model for the American
nickel. Rinella’s erudition and exuberance, combined with his gift for storytelling, make him the perfect guide for a book that combines
outdoor adventure with a quirky blend of facts and observations about history, biology, and the natural world. Both a captivating narrative and
a book of environmental and historical significance, American Buffalo tells us as much about ourselves as Americans as it does about the
creature who perhaps best of all embodies the American ethos.
The latest offering from the award-winning team of Robin Page and Steve Jenkins focuses on the most unique and exciting animal displays in
the natural world, used by creatures to stand out. This eye-catching, high-interest material is ideal for nature lovers, Jenkins fans, and even
the most reluctant readers. Have you ever noticed that certain creatures have fur, feathers, and features designed to catch your eye? Chockfull of the fascinating facts and stunning art readers have come to expect from Jenkins and Page titles, Look at Me! is a pleasure to look at
and an engrossing read. Showcasing the most attention-grabbing animals on the planet gathered together, Look at Me! helps readers
understand the range of ways animals try to get one another's attention and why. From luring in prey to warning off predators, protecting
themselves to attracting a mate, each animal has a remarkable display. These are animals you won't want to miss.
Rabbit is looking for his house. He looks in the garden, in the mountains, on the farm... He finds a lot of houses - and he finds a lot of animals!
You can find them too! Search with Rabbit and discover a lot of houses, a lot of shapes, and a lot of animals! You’ll also practice counting
from one to ten! On every page there are also opposites and a blue beetle. Start looking! A colorful book that offers hours of searching and
counting fun. For curious children aged 3 and up.
Bobcats, the most common wild feline in North America, are normally elusive creatures. But in the foothills of Tucson, Arizona, they dwell
untroubled among humans.
Information about the creatures that live in a variety of habitats is accompanied by detailed illustrations of scenes of the habitats in which
young readers are invited to search for hidden animals.
Loaded with hundreds of attention-grabbing illustrations, this adorable Look & Find book provides hours of fun for curious toddlers and their
families. With over 800 animals to search, this charmingly illustrated book combines the classic Look & Find game with plenty of questions
and challenges on each page, making for an experience that’s not only entertaining but educational as well. Children will learn the names of
various animals and how to count with this entertaining book. This adorable hardcover book makes Our Animal Friend a perfect toddler gift
for any celebration! â??
A new shipment of animals was on its way to the zoo. The silly driver dropped them off at Old Ms Martha's Farm instead. The zoo animals
must go to the zoo so that the boys and girls can come see them everyday. Can you help me find them all so they can go to their new home
at the zoo?Look around the farm for all the zoo animals that DON'T belong on a farm. Comes with blank doodle pages in the back

Get ready for hours of fun as you search for giant scorpions in prehistoric swamps, spot spiny stegosaurs on a Jurassic
plain and find woolly mammoths stampeding through the snow! More than just a challenging puzzle book - you'll also find
a fascinating look at life on Earth millions of years ago.
Giraffe is Lost is a chunky, interactive board book with fun novelties, cheerful illustrations, and repetitive text that
encourages participation. Young children will enjoy helping Giraffe find his dad by going around the zoo lifting flaps and
pulling sliders. They will meet a cast of characterful animals—including meerkats, monkeys, and a big gray elephant—and
the pull-tabs and flaps reveal funny surprises. The repetitive text encourages kids to join in, and there is a happy and
reassuring ending. A book that will become a favorite with little ones aged 18 months to three years.
NEW AND IMPROVED with even more animals! Can you spot the animal that begins with G? How about the animal that
begins with D? You'll soon discover in this fun game, I Spy - Animals! Each puzzle focuses on a different letter of the
alphabet - all you need to do is find the one animal that matches, then turn the page and see whether you've chosen
correctly! A perfect book for little learners. They'll develop observational skills, learn about animals, and they'll be having
so much fun they won't even know they're learning! Please note: The puzzles in this book are arranged in alphabetical
order.
Ages 4-10. Inspire wonder and awe for the ocean and its real-life animals through this undersea Halloween adventure!
Ray the flashlight fish is a unique fish with the ability to glow whenever he gets scared. This wonderful talent might just
prove useful as he attends his very first Halloween party at an old sunken shipwreck in the moonlit ocean shallows. Join
Ray on his adventure as he bravely explores the dimly lit ship and encounters the strangest of creatures. While they may
initially give Ray a fright, he soon realizes that his friends the ghost crab, the vampire squid, the goblin shark and many
more are the perfect friends to spend time with at Halloween!
What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted puppy, takes up residence in Henry's home? The little pooch sure is
adorable, but who knew he had so much to learn! Love Me Gently is a kid's guide to man's best friend. It captures the
everyday challenges of raising a pup through a child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may be coaching Cooper,
but he is also discovering valuable lessons about responsibility, unconditional love, patience, and kindness along the
way!
HOT ON AMAZON! Word Search 365 Puzzles Books Games Word. Easy Games.
Presents information about different kinds of animals, and the reader is invited to find these animals hidden in the
illustrations.
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